Dixon Engineering & Sales Co. is pleased to announce that we are now the representatives for A-Line
Corporation for North and South Carolina.
A-Line Corp. is a provider of t-slot aluminum framing solutions and assembly automation components.
A-Line Corp. is located in Concord, NC and their product line consists of both Kanya T-Slot Aluminum
Profiles as well as Bosch Compatible T-Slot Aluminum Profiles. They stock a large inventory of various
lengths, sizes and accessories for both the Kanya and Bosch compatible T-slot aluminum lines.
KANYA T-SLOT ALUMINUM PROFLIES:
Kanya t-slot aluminum profiles have been a European standard since 1975. In fact, Kanya invented the
quick connector used in t-slot systems throughout the world today. This well-thought out system is easy
to use and completely interchangeable. Among the advantages of the Kanya t-slot system:
1. Single slot size (8mm) for all aluminum profiles eliminates duplicate accessories like filler strips, nut
plates, t-blots etc.
2. Center hole sized for standard M-series taps. Unlike other t-slot systems, the center hole on the
Kanya system can be tapped for M16 or M14 (depending on profile size), allowing direct threading of
accessories like casters and leveling feet.
3. The original, spring-loaded quick connector is stronger and easier to use than competing systems.
4. Unique “panel slot” extrusions provide a near-flush finish for thin panels while retaining all of the
functionality of the original Kanya t-slot system.

BOSCH COMPATIBLE T-SLOT ALUMINUM PROFLIES:
A-line stocks a high quality t-slot aluminum framing system designed to be compatible with Bosch t-slot
aluminum framing. This framing is fully interchangeable with Bosch systems and Bosch accessories,

enabling you to create complete systems. They stock profiles from 20x20 to 100x200, so whatever your
framing application, A-Line will have a solution.

A-Line t-slot aluminum framing is suitable for a variety of applications including work stations, lab
stations, machine frames, assembly automation frames and safety guarding. Our t-slot system is in use
today in industries ranging from automotive and automated manufacturing to pharmaceutical.
With an aluminum framing system you can build almost anything you can design for a production system.
The integrated systems and components allow you to design an efficient automated process
management solution for your needs. A-Line can help turn your ideas and designs into a completed
process.

For more information or assistance with a quote, please visit their website at: www.alineautomation.com
or contact Jack Dixon at 704-895-6805 or jackdixon@dixoneng.com. We would be happy to visit you at
your facility to discuss a project. We look forward to working with you on your next project.
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